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盗赃物参考《物权法》第 107 条的规定有条件的适用善意取得。 
 































No matter before or after the Real Right Law of the People’s Republic of China 
was enacted, the Bona Fide Acquisition of the thief booty is a hot issue, which is 
caused by the strongly contradiction between people’s inherent ownership concept 
and requirement of modern society to the transaction security. The contradiction 
existed since the establishment of the Bona Fide Acquisition system. This paper 
emphasizes on analyzing the contradiction in order to express the author’s view to the 
issue. 
Chapter One analyses the essence of “Hand muss Hang wahren” principle, which 
is different from the Bona Fide Acquisition, but provide the academic reference to the 
system by introducing the origin and establishing course of the Bona Fide Acquisition 
system. Roman acquisitive prescription system had already considered how to protect 
the transaction security .The establishment of the Bona Fide Acquisition system is the 
result of balancing the protection of transaction security and ownership. 
Chapter Two introduces three kind of legislative mode about whether the Bona 
Fide Acquisition is applied to the thief booty in mostly countries. It also analyses 
importance of the protection of transaction security in the legislation. 
Chapter Three introduces the judicial interpretation about whether the Bona Fide 
Acquisition is applied to the thief booty, which is faulty and confused that needs 
uniform law to regulate .And then this chapter introduces the legislation ideas about 
the issue before the Real Right Law was enacted. 
Chapter Four indicates that the Bona Fide Acquisition is applied to the thief 
booty, from the history and society developing background, the relationship of the 
legislation and using economic analysis method. The part also disproves the reasons 
for not applying the Bona Fide Acquisition, and concludes that the Bona Fide 
Acquisition is applied to the thief booty is the requirement of the protection of 
ownership. 
The conclusion points out that ,as the lever of distributing social benefits, law 
should play its role fully .The author advices that the thief booty should apply to 
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对土地而言，同城者之间期限为 10 年，不同城者之间期限为 20 年。优士丁尼还


















第三节  善意取得制度在德国法上的确立 
 
1794 年的普鲁士一般邦法、④与 1863 年的萨克森民法典⑤关于动产的善意取
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